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- , A.; ERT H. De Wor, a 
- ited States, residing at 

''estfield, in the county of Union and State 
cf New Jersey, age invented certain ne'Y and useful improven:ents in Sewing-lia 
chine Loop-Talker viechanisms, of which the 
following is a specification, refei'ence being 
had therein ic the acceia panying drawings. 
This invention his for its object to pro 

vide a chain-stitch saving faciliae with 3. 

effective for ci looper and with actuatic 
anechanisia therefor viiich shal perimit 
::: it of the eccles is a line at rig 
a 'gle the direction 3f feed for pro 

R r te (iiicing a series of p independent sea is 
arid shall cause he loopers to coöperate with: 

it the least possible strait). 
upon the tiny'ead. 

With machines fitted for different, uses, 
involving variations in the spacing apart of 
the needies and loopers and other differ 
ences, it has been connion to construct spe 
cial loopers in a larger variety of differe: 
forms. One feature of the present invention 
consists in the consir action of the ooper's 
in Separate shank and blade portions, the 
former being uniform for various forms of 
blade portions adapter i secred the 

it tle 'info r: ary Yi 3 in tile pi'efere; sei) or 
}}rovereint, the ioti)ers 
R with the direction of feed up 
noi) looper-carrier no inted to 
osciliate upon a fulcrum at right, an: 
the tirection of feed, the noveric 
carrier being such as to impart 
er's lovenients in elliptical patiis of which 
the raajor axes are sai)stantially parallic 
with the laopeia blades and this at an acilie 

S 

angle with the direction of feed. The 
io oper-si. Erier preferabiy derives its opera 
iive movements 
ing its axis arraged in non-intersecting 
i.elatiri with the axis of an actilating shaft 
disposed at, right angies with the direction 
of feed and embraced by a strap at one end 
of a pitman-lever whose opposite end has a 
ivotal connection with a rigid lateral arm 
if the looper-carrier, Said strap sustaining a 

{ 
s igid dyed thread-controlling arm coiiper 

3. 

ating with an eyed gaide-eleiner: rigidly i 

Sustaired by the looper-carrier £hrough 
. . . . . . which the looper th:'aad is led in f; f 

tially direct line fro: one or ingre stationary 

the loop 

oil in it clined crank in: - 

---. 

3:2 i C, i{i, f. : Bey, S, 323, 
is 3, 1823, Seis. So, 83,535. Eeriesiei tigest 3, 3338. Seria: Sig. 323,822. 

glide-eyes Josed between it, and the 55 
thread stipis. 

sai'a pre: for simili 
ihait frei. taneously locking 2. 

iotatio; and si: logie-c: 'i'ier sup iooper-carrier porting fijica in to cause the 
{} .238t in 18:38 position in retraction 
of the ooper's froit orial reiation with the 
ineedies for purposes of thi'eading. 

in the drawigs, is tire 1 is a perspective 
view of a coil bie-chainstitch sewing machine 
of the wellinovn 3inger type emboying the 
present is provenant; the frame, being indis 
cated in dioited in Fig. 2 is a front end 

4. he partly in section. Fig. 3 

68 
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is a ge:'Speciis's: "iew of the looper mech- 70 
aisa, detacieri, aid rig. 4. a siniiar view 
represerting fig nail-sihaft, with its looper 
: c i crank and lacking means. Figs. 

" are diesii 
- . . . e. views of a portion of 5, the inai:i-shaft and looper-actuating crank, 75 

Bigs. 8, 3 and 10 are respectively plan, side 
and 'ear end views of the looper. Fig. 11 is a diagranistic view representing the path 
{}f inoyei.ent of one of the loopers with re 
Spect to the needle with which it coöper 

Fig. 12 is a perspective view repre 
Seiitiig the forward or beak portion of a 
Coper-biade of alternative form. 

2 sustaining the overhanging tabu 

80 

3'esented, the achine is constructed 
Y ; Suai basa iroi; ;hich rises the 

hallow head -t. 

9. 
inclied looper-actat 
airward portion with 
rank. The main - 
rea. Yyard end with S 

the ti -illiey 3 provided 95 
with iii.2 balance-wheel 9. . 
The crank r is embraced by the strap 10 

at the love end of the pitman 13 whose op 
posite end is connected by means of the stad 
i : 8. A. e i h t 8 i g 2 i k -- 2. r 3 f X e d p O 

.V.C ein g s 

similar boss at its op 
the stud-pin 18 of the 

8. i 
C S i 8. 

  

  

  



coliar 19 secured upon the reciprocating 
needle-bar 20 journaied in the bracket-arm. 
head 4 in the usual manner. As represented 
in the drawings, the needle-bar carries at 

5 its lower end the multiple needle-clamp 21 
provided with the usual sockets in which are 
secured by means of set-Screws 22 the shanks of the needies 23 arranged in a line cross 
wise of the direction of feed aid substan 

0 tially parallel with the main-shaft 5. 
Coöperating with each of the needles is a iooper which is shown in the drawings con 

stracted in separable blade" and shank por 
tions, the blade 24 being provided at its for 

2.5 ward end with the usual thread-eye 25 and 
at its rearward end or heel with the depend 
ing extension 26 formed with 8, transverse 
groove 27, The shank portion 28 is in the 
form of a fat, plate having upon one face 

2) the tra: Syg;se tongue or rib 29 fitted to the 
groove 2" of the blade...cxtension 26 and a 
lateral sit? 30 fortined with a thread-guid 
ing aperture disposed adjacent, the heel of 
the looper-biade. The shank portion is 

25 formed at, its lower end with a lateral flange 
from which depends the stud 31 by which it 
is secured ipon the looper carrier, aid the 
blade portion is secured adjustably in posi 
tion-upon the shark 28 by means of a fastein 

30 ing Screw 32 passing through an elongated 
aperture 33 of the extension and tapped into the portion 28. 
The goint of the looper-blade is laterally 

offset from airiement with the body portion, 
35 as represented more particularly in Fig. 8, 

and its upper edge is formed with a thread 
groove 34 extending from the end of the 
heel forwardly, and terminating in the con 
vex face of the blade adjacent the aperture 

40 25 at one end of a transverse guide aperture 
35. The ooper-biade with its extension is in 
practice struck up from a sheet metal blank 
in order to be cheaply constructed in various 
shapes and sizes that are required for differ 

45 ent stitching conditions, the different varie 
ties of blade portion being interchangeabie 
with a uniform pattern of shank portion. 
By this means, not only is the construction 
of the looper facilitated, but a machine fit 

50 ted for one class of stitching may be readily 
changed for other work and at a much 
smaller expense than with loopers of the 
ordinary construction in which the blade 
and shank are forined integral. 

55. Each looper-shank stud is secured adjust 
ably by means of a set-screw 36 within a 
socket in the cross member 37 of the looper 
carrier 38 consisting of an upwardly extend. 
ing arm provided with a perforated boss or 

80 seeve 39 and with it lateral extension 40 
terminating in a ball-stud 41. The sleeve 
39 is adapted to rock and slide endwise upon 
the reduced portion 42 of a supporting full 
crum-pin disposcd substantially parallel 

35 with the main-shaft 5 and provided at the 

M 

opposite ends with the enlarged éccentri- . 
cally disposed portions 43 and 44, the latter 
of which is secured removably to the body - 
of the fulcrum-pin for convenience. in as 
sembling the parts and both of which are 
mounted in suitable bearings of the base i, 
as indicated in Fig. 1. - 
The ball-stud 41 is embraced by a strap 4.5 

of the pitman-lever 46 having at its opposite 
end the integral lower section 47 of a strap 
having the cap section 48 and embracing the 
inclined looper-actuating crank 6, the axis 
of which is inclined to, but embraced within 
a plane parallel with and spaced from, the 
axis of the shaft 5, as will be clear from an 
inspection of Figs. 5, 6 and T. The strap 
sections. 47 and 48 are provided with the 
perforated lugs 47' and 48 adapted to be 
secured together by means of the screws 49. 
These lugs are so placed that each of the 
stiap sections projects at one end beyond 
the other and into contact with one of the 
thrust flanges 50 disposed at the opposite 
ends of the inclined crank 6 and provided 
with laterally projecting rims 5i slightly 
overhanging the crank 8 to afford a sur rounding oil cavity whose walls may be 
slightly undercut for better retaining a Sup 
ply of oil. The screw-receiving apertures 
of the lugs 48' are of elongated form so as 
to provide for relative endwise adjustment 
of the strap sections to take up wear. 

in the operation of the machine, the crank 
6 constitutes an actuating element whose ro 
tary movements are transmitted through the 
member 46 acting as a pitman to the lateral 
arm 40 of the looper-carrier to impart rock 
ing movements to the latter upon the full 
crum-pin 42; while said rotary movements 
are transmitted through said member 46 act 
ing as a vibratory lever to impart bodily lat 
eral movements to the looper-carrier end 
wise of the supporting fulcrum-pin 42. The 
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resultant movement imparted by the actuat ing element 6 to the looper-carrier mounted 
and connected therewith as described is such 
as to cause the looper points to traverse elliptical paths substantially such as that 
shown in dotted lines in Fig. 11. As rep 
resented in Figs. 6 and 7, the crank 6 is so 115 
disposed that its axis is inclined relatively to 
the axis of shaft, 5 and also is offset there 
from so that the axes of the shaft and the 
crank do not intersect, which causes the 
progressive sidewise movement of the 120 looper-carrier during its oscillatory move 
ments in such manner as to cause the looper 
points to traverse elliptical paths whose 
axes are substantially parallel with the 
blades, and thus at an inclination with the 125 
shaft 5 and the direction of feed, as repre 
sented diagrammatically in Fig.11 in which 
the dotted ellipse designated scindicates the 
path of the looper point, the arrow y the di 
rection of endwise movement of the looper 80 
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to seize a needle-thread loop and the arrow 
2 the direction of feed of the work. 
The cap section 48 of the pitinail-lever 

strap has, upon its upper side and lear the 
end having the least circular trave tide 
the action of the crank 6, a boss. 52 for neci 
with a transverse perforation in which is Se 
cured by means of the set-screw 53 one end 
of a laterally extending controller arm 54 
whose upturned and flattened outer end 
portion 55 is shown provided with a pit 
rality of thread-eyes 56 corresponding prei. 
erably with the number of iooper's not lated 
in the looper-carrier. Sectired upon the 
looper-carrier intermediate its ends is a bent 
plate 57 formed with a single thread-eye 
58. Mounted upon the bed-piate is a post 
59 having at its upper end a transverse ap 
erture in which is secured by nears if the 
set-screw 60 the end of a rod 6i, whose up 
turned and flattened end 62 is formed with 
thread-eyes (33 preferably corresponding in 
number with those of the controller arm 54. 

In threading up the machine, a lower 
thread it for each iooper is led ii on the 
source of supply through one of the severai 
tension devices 64, and thence downwardly 
through one of the guide-ioops 65 sustained 
by the rod 66 fixed in the lower portion of 
the standard. it is thence led through one 
of the stationary thread-eyes 63 and the cor 
responding thread-eye 58 of the controiler 
arm 54 from which it is passed through the 
eyelet 58 sustained y the looper-carrier to 
the apertured stud 80 at the heel of the 
looper from which it is passed through the 
guide-groove 34 and transverse aperture 35 
of the looper-blade to the delivery apertare 
25 in the point of the latter. It will be ob 
served that, owing to its position upon the 
strap section 48, the controller-arm 54 de 
rives comparatively slight rising and fail 
ing movements from the crank 6, but that it 
receives lateral vibratory movements corre 
sponding in extent with those of the pitman 
lever 46 although timed to be performed a 
quadrant earlier in the rotation of the 
crank. 
The relative operative movements of the 

thread-gliding elements 56 and 58 are such 
that the slack in the lower thread caused by 
the operative movements of the looper is 
taken up thereby in the production of each 
stitch, while the Jateral novement of the 
controllier arm 54 at such time is substan 
tially in alinement with the thread-eyes 63 
and 65, so as to impose a stubstantially di 
rect pull upon the thread in each stieh 
forming cycle in drawing of a stipply for 
the succeeding stitch. 

Secured upon the forward eccentric nor 
tion 43 of the illerian-pin 42 by ineans of 
the set-screw 6 is the hollow boss 68 it one 
ond of the shift-lever 69 whose opposite end 
is provided with the lateral ?inger 70. The 

fo;' the 

fulcrum-pin 42 apon the axis of 

sy 

E3 

inier face of . 
seat. c thici greats of the 

plate 2 winese innes' 
Cie e?ci 'ici is 

biotiated within 

Screw : the s 
iace is fiat, e3. 
for:red with 
a bearing soc he oase i is a focking 
plug 4 shellidered to pi'3duce a reduced 
iner portion 5 whose extremity is adapted ry {}i recess if to enter a periphera notch 
formed in the orater face of (s 
ihrist. iiange 50 of the crank eleinent. 3. A 
spring 77 siliiroinding -- tie reduced portion 
73 of th pig 74 tends to finai; itain the at 
fegin engagement, with the segment-plate 73. 

in the normali lateral aid substantially 
horizontai position of the jeves' 69, the full 
critin-pin 42 is in its proper reision with the 
rain-shaft to insure the registe operative, 
movement of the loopers "ciatively to the 
needles in the perfortance of Stitch-form 
ing operations, and he taced outer ex 
ii'emity of the locking plug it. 
within the recess 3 of the segment-piate 2 
So as to permii, the disengagement of the 
joint of silei, glaig from the thrist f 5 

i. 

ee rotation of the siii.ft. 
cifi?t, c. , ,-- sh ... x - * At .. In ali positions of the shaft 5 wherein the 

lotci (6 is out of register with the plug (4, 
the flage 51 serves to lock the lig against 
andwise in ovenaeant, for refraction from the 
recess T3, and lence the shift-ever 69 is effectually iocked against in ovement, it is y 

only at such, tirae in which the pitig 4 is in 
Iregister with the notch 76 that the lift 
ever can be in oved into tie jocking position 
represented in the drawings, stich movement 
Serving not only a force the pag into lock 
ing relation with the Élange 5G.ily ejection of 
tie it is fl'oin the recess 73, bit to turn the 

i S eccentric 
portions i-3 and 44 so as to it weir ti 
carrier" seeve 39 relativ d 
acitating element, 3. : 
tion oil the shif 
ings, the loore's position relatively to is 

r 18 a porting filier; ii) of the shifting of the st 
io oper-carrier as described serves to in part 

king movement 

r; the draw-. 
; , ;"etracte: 

and the 

to their an additional ri 
lipol the ficrlin-pin whici coalintinicates 
to the loo?ei's a fairtier retractive novezaeint, 
Wiich is of sificient, 2xtent to expose the 
apert 'ed sexticinities he hadies beneati; 
the throat-piaio for thre or other pur 
poses. While the loopers are so retracted it, 
is evideni, that the insii-sai, Yii ibe lock 
it gainst, furning, the tiecking veing effected 
(in ly at the completion of the movement of 
the shifi-lever 69 into normal lateral posi 
tion wherein the fulcrian-pi 2 is retirner 
to its oring 'eation yit 
and the 63 er's are again in 
tio (viii) thankedias, 
As is is ow; in tie (; vii 

is provided with the egg-act 

raain-sinait, 
2, 3": ye gag:- 

- 3. 
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extending lugs 9 of the frame-plate 93. 

3 

35 

40 

(8. PSU 

78 embraced by a strap 79 provided with a 
transverse perforated boss 80 adapted to re 
ceive the sliding pin 8i mounted in the lat 
eral arm 82 of the rocking frame sustained 
by the fulcrum-pin .83 and provided with 
upright, arms 84 upon which is pivotally 
mounted by means of the pivotal pin 85 the 
feed-bar 86 to which is secured the feed-dog 
87. The feed-bar 86 is formed with the in 
clined lateral arm 88 formed with a socket 
89 to receive the slide-pin 90 which is pro 
vided with a strap 91 embracing the feed 
lift eccentric 92 also secured upon the main 
shaft. As will be observed, the eccentric 78 
imparts to the feed-dog through the de 
scribed connections operative novements at 
right angles to the main-shaft, while the ec 
centric 92 imparts the usual rising and fall 
ing movements to the feed-dog. 
As represented in Figs. and 2, above the 

base 1 is arranged a supporting frame-plate 
93 having secured thereon the flat bar 94. formed with the tongue 95 extending length 
wise thereof to which is fitted the rearward 
portion of the throat-plate section 96 whose 
forward portion rests upon the upwardly 
The frame-plate is provided if its forward 
portion with depending bearing lugs 98 in 
which is mounted the rod 99 having adjust 
ably secured thereto intermediate the lugs. 
97 the blocks 100 which are disposed below 
the looper paths and are formed with needle 
guiding notches 101 to receive the pointed 
extremities of the needles 23. 
Mounted within the head 4 of the bracket 

arm is the usual presser-bar 102 having se 
cured to its lower end the shank 103 of the 
compensating presser-foot which is shown 
provided with the independently movable 
foot-plates 104 opposed to the feed-dog. 
The upper thread-handling meanscom 

prise the several tension devices 105 through 
45 

which the several needle-threads s are led 
from the source of supply and thence 
through their respective guide-eyes 106 of 
the angular plate 107 secured to the arm 3 
from which they are passed through their 

50 

55 

respectiye eyes 108 of the take-up arm 109 
secured to and carried by the needle-bar link 
17, over the rigid controlling arm 110 and 
through the guide-eyes 111 of the bent pin 
112 secured in the top of the needle-bar to 
the respective needles. 

In the operation of the machine, each nee 
dle descends and in its initial rising move 
ment throws out its thread-loop which is 

60 

85 

entered by the point of its respective looper 
in the initial operative movement of the lat 
ter. During this looper movement, the looper-carrier guide-eye 58 moves outwardly 
and the controller-arm eyes 56 move in 
wardly relatively to the front end of the 
machine so as to approach allinement with 
the fixed thread-eye 63, thus giving up slack 

368;830 

in the YE thread to compensate for the 
advance of the looper. . 
The looper's substantially endwise move 

ment causes the needle-thread loop to slip 
along its blade without unnecessary disten 
tion, the sidewise movement of the looper 
being only such as to permit the return of 
its blade upon the opposite side of the nee dle-path. . 
As the looper performs its retrograde 

movement, the thread-controlling elements 
58 and 56 perform thread-drawing move 
ments opposite to the thread-slackening 
movements previously described, thereby 
maintaining the lower thread taut between 
the looper point and the needle aperture of 
the throat-plate to insure the passage of the 
needle-point for a succeeding stitch hetween 
such strand of the lower thread and the 
needle-thread loop still embracing the 
looper-blade but drawn backwardly by fric 
tion with the latter. As soon as the needle 
point has caught the looper-thread the move 
ments of the thread-controlling elements 56 
and 58 are such as to promptly slacken the 
lower thread so as to permit the proper set 
ting of the previous stitch by the descent of 
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the needle to its lowest position to draw up 
the needle-thread loop. 
While the present improvement is well 

adapted to machines for producing a single 
line of stitching, it is particularly designed 

95 

for machines employing a plurality of nee 
dles and coöperating loopers for forming 
simultaneously several parallel lines of 
stitching. Heretofore it has been customary 

100 

to set the several needles in a line inclined 
to the direction of feed and to rock the co 
operating loopers in planes at right angles 
with the direction of feed. By the arrange 
ment described the looper-thread was led 
around the needle-blade in a substantially 
U-shaped bend or loop whose parallel limbs 

105 

were embraced by the needle-thread loop, 
and the latter could be readily set upon the 
lower face of the fabric without undue 
strain upon the needle-thread. 
Such arrangement of the stitch-forming 

mechanism had the serious disadvantage of 
beginning the parallel seams in a line at an 
oblique angle with the direction of feed, 
So that the seams would never begin nor end 
parallel with the extremities of the ordinary 
piece of work, making it necessary to have 
some of the seams terminate short of the 

110 
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20 
extremity or others of the seams overrun . 
the end of the work, which in certain cases was impracticable. According to the pres 
ent improvement, the needles are arranged 
in a line at right angles to the direction of 
feed so as to overcome the objection re 
ferred to 1. According to the present arrangement of 
the needles, if the looper-blades were dis 
posed and reciprocated parallel with the di. 

125 
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J. rection of feed, ti 
needle about to be draw a 
ing needle-thread loci w 
of the lette' , with its 

5 apart, so that the enbrac 
loop, which in practice 
around the needle-biade 6 

very fight tension which would end: 
10 he breaking of the ti'aad. According c y 

the present invention, the looper's bi'e 
with their biades at an angle with the di 
rection of feed ank receive siinilitaneous 
movements within a... crosswise of the di 
rection of feed of stic character that the 
resultant morements of the looper-blades are 

s 

5 

performed in substantiallvi elitical paths -- i 

embracing the respective needies and having 
their taxes inclined to the direction fieed 
corresponding with the incination of the 
blades. This the lead of the looper-tihread 
around the needle-biade from the point of 
the retracted looper-biade is considerabiy to 
the side of the needie, so as to give the 
looper - loop embracing the needie - blade 2. 
shape approximately that of the ietier , 
whereby the conditions for the Stitch-Set 

20 

25 

ting action closely simulsie those of she 
earlier construction before described. 

By reference io Fig. i. it will be observed 
that the movements of the idoper crosswise 
of its blade are so graduai, excepting at the 
ends of its advance ovements, as to be ai 
most inappreciable, the oop-seizing nove 
ments being thus substainiai y endvise of 
the inclined looper-biade and the so-callied 
“needle avoiding” taggemen&s transverse 
thereto or crosswise of the ico 
As the forward portion of 

40 blade is laterally offset, it has as 
objectionable to thread the 
along either face of the bia 
worfei contact with the 2eedie 
and resist to some exteni, ie siding nove 
ment of the latter along the blade. isy 
viding the thread-housing groove 34 in the 
upper edge of the looper, the ooper-thread 
is maintained between the inabs 

30 
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45 

injurious engagement with 58 
throughout the stitch-form 

55 

the forward end of such groove, and withou; 
passing through the beak, as in the for 2 
of looper represented in Figs. 8, 9 and i{}. 

In connection with the path of movement 
traversed by the looper point, the actuating: y . 

60 

element 6 will he found to act spoil the 
looper-carrie: listinct, Wa. 

65 (1) by reaso 

d 3. 

feeding mecha. 
3iais: comprising 2, 3. Si368 
loopei supported for 2078 inent, transversei 
g: f :23 vok-support, with 
base at actite aingia "gif 
directic iéed and nea;3 in. 

icina & 
shaft, aory novenent of 79 
tige iner roduce the neign2i side 
wise or 

by its inciation. 
ld therefore no:- i 
the gasi & 5 is ei. 75 SS 

'ects through the raember 46 a supplemental 
endwise movement of the looper-carrier in 
advance of the described norina eridwise 
movements which take place during site 
}cking movements, whereby the morniai gi 

liptical path of movement resulting froy the 
£r two movements is inclined to the al 

crum-pin 42, and heince to he direction of 
feed at right angles thereio. 

Viti different, ', £ies of iooper-blades 
adapted for attachment interchangeably ic 
siank portions of unifornia shape and size, 
it is important that adjustment be provided 

gie 

90 

to acco E::Eao 
thickness or chain. 
dific 

E.--- 3- or iron, the foregoir. 
at that the preseat improv 
title of materiai inctii €ep i. 

in the scope gi he preg 
that, certain features cha. 
& the coi2.ponent, p: 35 
Without departre irgin the invention. 

Siaving this fort the latt & Ci ae 
inyeation, wihat. c. 

3. EI), a BeYi 
trai- ir es: is 3, f:S 

438 &ctuating si 
is partizig 33 said copes &ndivi 
wise novel Yleist: i: ;3, gaits:a::ia; 
path havin 
of feet 
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rier for imparting to the looper operative 
movements transversely of the work-support 
and in a substantially elliptical path having 
its axes inclined to the direction of feed. 

5 3. In a sewing machine, the combination 
with a work-support and feeding mecha 
nism, of stitch-forming mechanism includ 
ing a looper-carrier mounted to oscillate 
transversely of the work-support and upon 

20 an axis at right angles with the direction of 
feed, a looper sustained by gaid carrier with 
its blade inclined to the direction of feed 
and actuating means connected with said 
carrier and adapted to impart to the looper 

15 operative movements in a substantially ei 
liptical path having its axis inclined to the 
direction of feed. 

4. A sewing machine looper mechanisia 
comprising an endwise and sidewise movable 

20 looper, a carrier therefor, an actuating shaft 
provided with an inclined crank having its 
axis in non-intersecting relation with that 
of said shaft, and an operative connection 
between said crank and looper-carrier. 

25 5. A sewing machine looper mechanisin. 
comprising a looper, a carrier therefor, a 
supporting fulcrum providing a fixed axis 
for said carrier upon which it is adapted to 
perform both rocking and bodily later 

30 movements, an actuating shaft provided 
with an inclined crank, and a pitman-lever 
having a strap embracing said crank and 3. 
pivotal connection with said carrier eccentric 
to said supporting fulcrum. 

35 6. A sewing machine looper mechanism 
comprising a looper, a carrier therefor, a 
fixed supporting fulcrum for Said carrier 
relative to which it is adapted to perform 
both rocking and bodily lateral movements, 40 an actuating shaft, provided with an in 
clined crank, and a pitman-lever having a 
strap embracing said crank and a pivotal 
connection with said carrier adjustable to 
ward and from said slipporting fulcruin. 

45 7. A sewing machine looper mechanism comprising a looper, a carrier therefor, a 
support upon which said carrier has rock 
ing and bodily lateral movements upon a 
fied axis, an actuating shaft provided with 

50, an inclined crank, and a pitman-lever hav 
ing a strap embracing said crank and a 
pivotal connection with said carrier eccen 
tric to said axis of movement. 

8. In a sewing machine, the combination . 
55 with a work-plate and feeding mechanism, 

of stitch-forming mechanism comprising a 
plurality of reciprocating needles arranged 
in a line perpendicular to the direction of 
feed, a plurality of loopers each movable 

80, transversely of the work-plate and coöper 
ating with one of said needles and having 
its blade arranged at an acute angle with 

: the direction of feed, and actuating ineans 
for imparting to Said looper's endwise 

movements co-Fi'esponding 
the looei'-biades aid sid 
the combined movesents 
stantially elliptical path. 

in direction with 
ise rap veinerts, 

being in a sub 

9. in a Sewing fachine, the combination 
with an actuating shaft, and feeding mech 
anism operating in a work-plate a direc 
tion crosswise of said shaft, of Stitch-form 
ing mechanism coin piising a pia'ality of 
reciprocating needies arianged in a line 
parallel with said shaft, 3. it:ality of loop 
ers each inovable transversely of the work 
plate and cosperating with one of Said nee 
dies and having its lade disposed at an in 
clination with said shaft, a carrie: for said 
ioopers, a supporting fulcrum upon which 
said carrier is adapted to oscillate and slide, 
and means connected with Said shaft, ior 
imparting to the looper-carrier compg ind 
oscillatory and sijding n:ovements which are 
Ymainly in the direction in which the looper 
biades 2xtend. 

10. A sewing machine looper raechanism 
comprising a looper, is carrier therefor, a 
supporting fuicrum for said carrier relative 
to which it is adapted to perform rocking 
and endwise movements, at actuating shaft 
provided with an inciined crank having 
thrust, fianges at the opposite ends, and a 
pitiaan-ever having a pivotal connection 
with said carrier eccentric to the Support 
ing fulcrum and a strap embracing said 
crank and formed in two separable parts 
each projecting endwise beyond the other 
at one end and adapted to rest against the 
adjacent thrust flange of said crank. 

11. A sewing machine looper mechanism 
coinprising a looper, a carrier therefor, a 
supporting fulcrumi for said carrier rela 
tive to which it is adapted te perform both 
irocking and endwise in ovements, an actu 
ating shaft provided with an inclined crank 
having at the opposite ends thrust fanges 
with rims averhanging said crank, and a 9 

pitman-lever having a pivotal connectiosa 
with said carrier eccentric to the support 
ing fulcruit and a strap ezafiracing said 
crank and formed in two separabie parts 
each projecting endwise beyond the other 
at one end and adapted to rest, against the 
adjacent thrust flange of said crank. 

12. A sewing niachine looper mechanism 
comprising a looper, a carrier therefor, a 
supporting fulcrum upon which said carrier 
is adapted to perform rocking movements, 
an actuating shaft and a rotary actuating 
element thereon for Said looper, an opera 
tive connection between said element and 
said carrier, and means operative independ 
ently of said actuating shaft for shifting 
said supporting fulcrusa toward and from 
said actuating element. 

i3. A sewing machine iooper mechanism. 
comprising a looper, a carrier therefor, a 
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fi cri:) for said carrier relative 
to pei'io in boti rock 

ing and endvise novelacints. ai actuating 
shaft pi'ovided with an inclined crank, a 
pit Inan-lever having a strap einbracing said 
crank and a is of all connection with said 
carrier ecce: Érig to sail shipporting full 
crum, and nea is for shifting said support 
ing fuicizia iovai'i and from said shaft, 

14. in a Sewing inachine, in combination, 
a loope: ix)'''::ile end Wise to seize a needle 
loop and sidewise to position a loop for sub 
sequent entry by the needle, a carrier for 
Said looper, actuating shaft provided 
With a crani; having is axis inciined to, 
but embraced within a plaine paraiei with 
and space fro), he axis oi said shaft, and 
an operative coainection between said crank 
and tie Jooper-carrier irojin which the latter 
derives its i. 

dfo 

a. 

i5. it a sewing machine, in combination, 
a looper, a carrier Jr., a Support lagos). 
which said carrier is acuited to side and os 

: actuating shaft provided with a 
e , is inclined to, but ein 

2ne parall with and 
of Spaced fi 

the icogee-carrier or imparting to the atter 
oscidia & Cry and slidiing moveizei):s. 

5g an actine, 
a looper, an osciliating and sliding carrier, e t 

therefoi giovided with a crank-arm, a piv 
otai support, upon which said carrier is 
sidinglymoursed, 23 actuating shaft pro 
vided Yith a crank having its axis inclined 
ic, bia: einbraced within a plane paralle 

£ia and spaced irona, the axis of said shaft, 
a sleeve embracing said crank and pro 

irish a rigid agg, operatively con 
lected wiki: the crank-ari ai said looper. 
carris. 
1. in a sewing nachine, in combination, 

2, shat provided with an actitating crank 
icined to its axis, a crank-follower joir 
iaiei on S8id actuating crank, a pivotal gill. 
Anouined pea a fixed support substantially 
pairaiei Yiti said is ca; 
anot: inted for Osciliati 
cation ength sise of 
with 

18. A sewing inachine ooper Iaechanism 
comprising a looper, a carrier therefor, a 
supporting uiciu', . lici, Szid gar 
gier is a siapted to recking move 
inents, 2 totaly sic: giement for said 
tooper, ai, cperaí. £icy between said 
element axis hire , shifting iner is 

3. fo: 

in coabinatio, 

said support- saidi 
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tive reiation with said actuating element, 
aid aneans for locking said actuating ele 
Silent against tuiting while the fulcrum is 
out of normal relation there with. 

19. A sewing machine looper mechanism 
comprising a looper, a carrier therefor, a 
supporting fulcrun upon which said carrier s s is . is adapted $o perform rocking movements, a 
rotary actuating alienent for said looper, an 
operative connection between said element 
aadi said carrier, shifting means for retract 
ing and returning Said supporting fulcrum 
from and into normal operative relation 

ish said actuating element, and means op 
&ratively contected with and actuated by 
said shifting iaeans for locking said actuat 
ing element against turning while the full 
crina is out of no!'nai relation therewith. 

20. In a sewing machine, in combination, 
ooper mechanism comprising a looper, a 
arrier therefor, a supporting fulcrum for 
With an inciined Crank, and a pitman-lever 
having 2 strap embracing said crank and 
a pivotal connection with said carrier eccen 
tric to said supporting falcrum, and thread controlling ineans comprising a guide-eye 
upon the looper-carrier, and an eyed con 
irolierrara carried by the strap of said pit 
22-iever, 

2i. In a sewing machine, in combination, 
looper mechanisii comprising a looper, a 

aid carrier, an actuating shaft provided 
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carrier therefoe, a supporting fulcrum for 
Said carrier, an actuating shaft provided 
with an inciaed 
having a strap embracing said crank and 
a pivotal connection with said carrier ec 
centric to Said supporting fulcrum, and 
thread - controlling means comprising a guide-eye upon the looper-carrier, an eyed 
controller-arm carried by the strap of said pit nail-lever, and a fixed guide-eye disposed 
intermediate the source of thread supply 
and Said controller arm and from which 
the thread is led to the controller-arm in a 
direction iengthwise of said shaft. 

22, in a sewing machine, in combination, iooper mechanism comprising a looper, a 
carrier therefor, a supporting fulcrum for 

crank, and a pitman-lever 
00 

05 

0. 

Said cai'iei, an actuating shaft provided 
with an inclined crank, and a pitman-lever 
having a strap embracing said crank and a 
pivotai conjection with said carrier eccen 
Éric to said say: porting fulcrum, and thread controlling means comprising a guide-eye 
upon the logier-carrier, and a laterally ex 
i.ending eyed controller arm sustained upon 
the end of iii. e pitman-lever strap nearest 
the axis of ! shaft. 

2 Rachine, in combination, 
it'? per mechanism comprising a looper, a 
carrier herefor, a Silpporting falcrum for carrier, an actitating shaft provided 
"Yiii. iii, incited crank, and a pitman-lever 
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having a strap embracing said crank and a 
pivotal connection with said carrier eccentric 
to said supporting fulcrum, and thread-con trolling means comprising a guide-eye upon 

5 the looper-carrier, an eyed controller-arm 
carried by the strap of said pitman-lever, 
and means independent of said shaft for 
retracting said looper-carrier from operative 
relation with the needle. 

10 24. A sewing machine looper mechanism 
comprising, a looper, a carrier therefor, a 
supporting fulcrum upon which said car 
rier is adapted to perform rocking move 
ments, an actuating shaft, permanent opera 

15 tive connection between said shaft and car 
rier, and means for retracting said carrier 
from normal operative position in a direc 
tion transverse to the axis of said fulcrum. 

25. In combination, a looper-carrier, a 
20 looper, a looper-blade, means for securing 

the looper upon said carrier in different an 
gular relations therewith, and means where 
by the looper-blade may be adjusted length 
wise relatively to said carrier independently 

26 of said securing means. 
26. A sewing machine looper comprising 

shank and blade portions separable from 
each other, and means for securing them together. 

27. A sewing machine looper comprising 
a shank portion provided with a thread-eye, 
an eye-pointed blade portion separable there 
from, and means for securing them together. 

28. A sewing machine looper comprising 
35 a shank portion, a blade portion, and means 

for securing the blade portion adjustably 
lengthwise of the blade upon the shank por tion. 

29. A sewing machine looper comprising 
40 a shank portion provided with a thread-eye 

and with a transverse tongue, an eye-pointed 
blade portion having a channel fitted to said 
tongue of the shank portion, and means for 
securing said portions together adjustably 

45 lengthwise of said tongue. 
30. A sewing machine looper comprising 

39 

i256,380 

a shank portion and a blade separable there 
from...and of substantially flat cross-secti 
and provided in one edge with a longitudi 
naily extending thread-housing groove ter- 50 
iminating in the side-face of the beak from 
which the thread is delivered. 

31. A sewing machine looper comprising 
a shank portion and an eye-pointed blade 
separable therefrom with the pointed ex- 55 
tremity laterally offset, said blade being 
formed in its upper edge with a thread 
groove terminating in the convex facead 
jacent said eye in a transverse threading 
aperture. 60 

32. A sewing machine comprising, in com 
bination, a frame, a work-support, a recip rocating needle, an oscillating looper, actti 
ating means for imparting reciprocatory 
movements to said need is and loop seizing 65 
and sidewise novements to said looper, 
shiftáble means for locking said actuating 
means, and means carried by said frame and operatively connected with said shift 
able means for shifting said looper to a po- 70 
sition for convenience in threading. 

33. In a sewing machine, a frame, in com 
bination, a main-shaft, a reciprocating nee 
de, a movable looper coöperating with said 
needle, a pivoted looper-support, actuating 76 
connections between said main-shaft and 
said looper Support, means whereby said 
loober support may be moved from normal 
to abnormal position, shiftable means for so 
moving said looper support, and connec 
tions between said shiftable means and said 
main-shaft acting to lock the latter against 
rotation when said looper support is moyd 
to abnormal position. f 

In testimony whereof, I have signed my 85 
name to this specification, in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. . 

ALBERT HARRISON DE voE. 
Witnesses: 

HENRY J. MELER, 
HENRY A. KoRNEMANN, Jr. 
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